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‘‘A Telescopic Apparatus of Iterations,Texture and Patterns ‘‘

-León Ferrari, Artist 



‘‘The value of history seen as collective memory, as the relationship of the 
collective to its place, is that it helps us grasp the significance of the urban 
structure , its individuality, and its architecture which is the form of this 
individuality. It is an event and a form ‘‘

 -Aldo Rossi ,The Architecture of the City. 
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Fig.1.1
Speculative Drawing Imagining the Design
Semester One Work
Orla Duffy
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I. Preface Concept

Ageing population is one of the most significant trends of the 
21st century. It has important, consequential and far-reaching 
implications for every aspect of society.

Cities have become more fragmented due to the increasing 
urbanisation of many parts of the world. There is more inequality 
and a growing complexity of social life in cities that leads to social 
exclusion and increasing social differentiation. Population ageing 
should be one of these critical realisations, being one of the most 
significant facets of Irish demographic change, yet older people 
continue to face discrimination and exclusion because of their 
age, gender, disability, or other characteristics.  In relation to urban 
ageing, there should be a focus on promoting mobility within cities 
(such as walkability, use of public transport), promoting safety and 
security, and empowering older people in local communities. A true 
age-friendly city is not focused on just one generation, but includes 
and embraces all generations. This should be reflected in design 
principles including the universal design concept or similarly an 
urban response.

The scheme was designed to identify disparities and provide 
recommendations going forward to ensure an inclusive society 
for all ages. Generations, both young and old, are to be given the 
opportunity to contribute to the development and will share in the 
benefits of an age friendly city. Facilitating a supportive environment 
that enables residents to grow older actively within their families, 
neighbourhoods, and civil society offers extensive opportunities for 
their participation in the community.

This thesis focuses on a place where older people are actively 
involved, valued, and supported, and is built with infrastructure and 
services that cater to their needs. Our cities require a fluid space of 
disharmony within social progress that represents the agency of our 
nations now. The essence of this process is not a visionary goal, but 
rather a process of continuous and productive struggle.



Fig.1.2
Concept Sketches Interactions
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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The Idea of Social Inclusion Within the Context of Universal Urban Design

In medical terms, critical care is specialised branch of medicine 
dedicated to diagnosing and treating life threating conditions. We 
use this lens of critical care to rethink the relationship of architecture 
and urbanism to the planet in the twenty-first century. 

‘‘As urbanisation increases across the globe, cities become 
increasingly fragmented. The cities’ social life is becoming more 
complex and unequal, meaning that social differentiation and 
exclusion are increasing ‘‘(Vranken,2003). There is also a shift in 
age and skill distributions in the developed world. An increase 
in the percentage of elderly people in the adult population is 
a result of longer life expectancies and reduced birth rates. ’’In 
general, though, the built environment is largely designed for the 
average person, plus or minus half a standard deviation’’ (Hahn, 
1986, p. 273). Neither the physical configuration of cities nor the 
social development processes, particularly in outer urban areas, 
are sustainable, but rather pose serious problems for both people 
with disabilities and those without. People are isolated from each 
other and their ecological environment due to these changes 
in social structures. Therefore, sustainable communities need 
to be developed that maximise independence for all members 
and full participation in society. In the evolution of universal 
design, providing a universal platform for “self-fulfillments and 
individual dignity is another imperative (Sandhu, 2001). In order 
to live a happy, healthy life, we need to maximize the quality of 
our environment and social surroundings. It is crucial to develop 
a sophisticated concept of sustainability by understanding and 
developing the relationships between nature and society. 

To manage urban change, Polese and Stren (2000) argue that we 
must understand the social processes at work in cities. Restoring 
the hope to good condition does not mean more of the same 
large developer driven and capital cantered architecture and 
urbanism” (Krasny, 2019), but rather we should look at a ”long term 
commitment to planetary care based on human and nonhuman 
liveability‘’ (Krasny, 2019). Planning and good policy making can 
help meet the challenges ahead for Ireland’s ageing population. 
Recognising the importance of tackling issues of health and 
socioeconomic inequalities among older people and across all age 
groups is key to ensuring a better future for us all. 

Social inclusivity is therefore explored in the context of universal 
urban design, and defined as a tool for promoting human 
wellbeing, environmental health, and participatory democracy. In 
order to ensure social inclusion, it is important, that we celebrate 
and embrace the opportunities that an ageing population will bring 
to diverse people’s needs, demands, and expectations. 

Therefore, my study will show how everyone interacts in a 
social context, as well as influencing on how cities are built 
and sustainably developed. Planners, architects, designers, 
and policymakers can benefit from such an analysis and create 
innovative sustainable solutions that are functional, affordable, 
attractive, effective, and efficient. 
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Fig.1.3
Concept Sketches Interior Space
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Part I Sustainable Development Through the Use of Mat Urbanism 

When we ask what it is that constitutes a city and how it came to 
exist, there is no singular answer that applies to all manifestations of 
a city. In contrast to other urban forms and models, mat urbanism 
is a form concept that is organic and fluid. Efficiencies in land use, 
indeterminacy in size and shape, and a ‘’mix in program are some 
of the characteristics of efficiency’’ (Sarkis, 2001). The mat urbanism 
concept develops new sustainable landscape and urban design 
typologies differently from the rest of the urban forms and models. 
Mat is distinct from other experiences in that it incorporates the 
time element as a variable.

Mat urbanism proposes an infrastructure field as the most 
appropriate means for ordering “urban activities over time - 
planned, unplanned, imagined and unimagined’’ (Allen, 2001). 
Lootsma (1999) “states that the focus is on keeping the landscape 
intact while maintaining a compact density’’. In compensation 
for the lack of open space within the complex, the surrounding 
open space is developed in eco-scenic and recreational ways. 
As opposed to rigid containers, cities in mat urban form provide 
flexible shells for different activities and zones for planning. Mat-like 
configurations support a variety of programmatic configurations, all 
of which are indeterminate and unpredictable over time.
The mat urbanism movement does not exist as a separate object or 
organisational strategy. Both the ‘’city and building are present, as 
well as the public and private, infrastructure and structure’’ (Sarkis, 
2001). 

I would consider it as a pattern of the anonymous collective; 
where the functions come to ‘‘enrich the fabric and the individual 
gains new freedoms of action in light of an expanded pattern of 
interconnection, close knit associations, and the possibility for 
growth, diminution and change’’. (Smithson, 2001, p. 91). Smithson 
seeks to illustrate how patterns of association of individuals 
transcend neighbourhood boundaries and self-contained urban 
districts. In their layered approach to layering, they use the ‘‘Golden 
Lane Overlay’’diagram. (Smithson, 2001, p. 91).

Fig.1.4
‘‘The Association diagram 
by Alison and Peter Smithson”. In Dirk Van den Heuvel, 
“Diagrams of Team 10,”Daidalos- Berlin Architectural 
Journal 74 (2000)
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Towards an Architecture of Urban Response

The nature of the setting for the design project is in a form 
of residential context and wanting to embed an urban form 
architecture, the project seeks to embody suburban morality and 
affordance in its manifestation in the city.

Looking to a typology of specific urban assembly in a social 
sense, Mat -like assembly rooms would play host to a type of 
social gathering that was imbued with social class orders and 
ultimately interconnecting social room settings. A study of these 
in both program type and scale informs the design project as a 
contemporary take on these assembly rooms and looks to create 
an architecture of gathering for the modern city that is in contrast 
to typical notions of residential convention spaces that sit externally 
to the city and are self-referential. The project aims to embody 
connections virtues in its arrangement. 

From this I began to look into precedents which carry a variant of 
urban response and how they interact to their surroundings and city 
like form

Fig1.5
León Ferrari
City (Cidade) from the series Heliographs (Heliografías)
1980, signed 2007
“These works express the absurdity 
of contemporary society, that sort of daily 
madness necessary for everything to look normal,”
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Venice Hospital

Le Corbusier’s concepts are mainly geared towards a radical urban 
transformation. Corbusier’s 1965 proposal for a hospital in Venice, 
Italy, was notable in its attempt to seek an aesthetic harmony with 
its unique surroundings; in a pursuit not to eradicate history, but to 
translate it.

Creating a relationship between the patient and the city. The 
Venice Hospital, as opposed to the classical concept of hospitals 
that are built and organised vertically, was a ‘horisontal hospital.’ 
Three main levels were planned. The first level to be discussed is 
located on the ground and is the level of connection with the city. 
By opening the ground floor directly onto the city, Corbusier allows 
for a city-hospital encounter and facilitates the visual transmission 
of medicine towards the outside. In this way the outpatient will find 
himself within reach of all the services that facilitate their contact 
with a hospital (prevention, therapy, rehabilitation). The hotel, the 
restaurant, the cinema, the shops, etc, will effectively enable this 
integration with the city, allowing many patients to be treated 
without being hospitalised, and thereby allowing the beds available 
inside the hospital to be occupied more reasonably. The second 
level is the storey of preventive care, of specialised care, and of 
rehabilitation. The third level is the zone for hospitalisation and the 
visitors area.

Dissimilarly to the treelike, hierarchical structures of traditional 
cities, what I would consider admirable, is that the contemporary 
metropolis functions as a spreading rhizome, dispersed and 
diffused, but at the same time infinitely enabling. “The influx of 
people, goods, and information constitute being “daily urban 
system” Smithson A (2001) painting a picture of urbanism that is 
dynamic and temporal. The emphasis shifts here from forms of 
urban space to process of urbanisation, processes that network 
across vast regional, if not global, surfaces. Smithson A (2001)

Fig.1.7
Steyn, Gerald.
“Venice Hospital ”
South African Journal of Art History 27 (2012): 83-106.

Fig.1.6
Venice Hospital Layover
Youtube Video
Rayna Sun
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Free Berlin University 

Importantly, the plans for the Free University Berlin were generated 
by the aspirations of the ideal city. The campus was meant to 
encourage free social interaction and communication, reflecting 
continuum and flux. Thus, the faculties were decentralised, with 
offices, seminar rooms and libraries spread out across the campus. 

The Free University Berlin can be studied as an influential example 
of post-war campus planning as well as an example of the radical 
shifts in thinking occurring within in the design profession at the 
time. While the extent to which it successfully functioned as an 
incubator for interdisciplinary collaboration can be debated, its 
urban design qualities have been viewed positively. The building’s 
merit resides in its creation of a dense, urban centre that permits 
infinite expansion as space allows. The route of alleys is organised 
to envoke a walk in the city of Venice, where patients can meet and 
relax in the hanging gardens located above the roof.

Choices which I find particularly interesting and beneficial within 
this urban response are,on how the university ‘‘Play of Infill’’. 
Notably, it comfortably lies in its own creation of a dense, urban 
centre that entertains the infinite expansion that the space allows 
for. It’s makeup of individuals and groups working both alone or 
unison through differing disciplines and individuals work together 
they take on new characteristics and develop new needs however all 
the university seems to be a building contribute to the isolation of 
specific disciplines. 
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Fig.1.8
Berlin Layover On Site
Semester One Work
Orla Duffy
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Amsterdam Municipal Orphanage

Dutch Architect Aldo van Eyck built the Amsterdam Orphanage in 
1960. His design focused on a balance of forces to create both a 
home and small city on the outskirts of Amsterdam. He wrote “a 
house must be like a small city if it’s to be a real house, a city like 
a large house if it’s to be a real city” (Aldo van Eyck )in an essay 
published in 1962 titled ‘Steps Toward a Configurative Discipline.’ 
Van Eyck’s designs for the Orphanage were those of a home for the 
children, as well as a city plan. Throughout the plan, there are many 
points of interaction between cities. Amsterdam Orphanage is built 
with many in-between conditions that break down the hierarchy 
of space and reflects Van Eyck’s interest in a non-hierarchical city 
development. Two sizes of modules are used to construct the 
building, a smaller size for the residences, and a larger size for the 
communal spaces. The residential areas are offset diagonally from a 
larger courtyard, and the administrative and entrance areas connect 
with the street, the courtyard, and the residential units. By allowing 
for such fluid connections between all spaces within the Orphanage, 
Van Eyck avoids creating a central point.

What I found important to note from this was that connectivity 
shows how much one can see directly from one location, while 
integration shows how much one can see both directly and 
indirectly from the location. Intelligibility has shown high accuracy 
in predicting movement activity in cities. 

Fig.1.9
Amsterdam Municipal Orphanage Courtyard Views
Semester One Work
Orla Duffy

Fig.1.10
Amsterdam Municipal Orphanage Internal Sketches of Orphanage
Arch daily 
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Fostering an Empirical Brief for Critical Care

To develop a brief that is relevant to the year theme of critical care, 
the brief must be realistic to the current condition of the city and 
projective to its future existence. With these observations on the 
explicit association of statistics and critical need for the elderly in 
Ireland my solution led me to propose a housing model that will 
enable the development of age-friendly infill housing. 

This would allow elderly people to stay in their local areas, maintain 
social networks, without displacement to institutional settings such 
as care homes or even hospitals. And will still lead to a net increase 
across the estate, by freeing up the elderlies under occupied homes 
and those no longer fit for purpose. 

Growing old provides its own set of challenges and senior living 
architecture often results in tranquilizing environments with 
slumber-inducing effects. By providing moments of benign 
exposure, senior living would be amended from these familiar 
situations. Through increased interaction with the environment and 
local people, senior citizens will enjoy a richer living experience. The 
project will incorporate children’s daycare services in order to bring 
people from different facets of society together and create a strong 
community.

Getting along and socializing together are highly beneficial. 
In addition to providing numerous health benefits, it reduces 
loneliness among the elderly. The likelihood of kids viewing older 
people as incapable decreases when they are able to interact 
with them, and they also feel more comfortable around those 
with disabilities than if they have not encountered older people. 
Movement throughout the community as well as community 
engagement are the ambitions of the scheme.COMMUNITY 
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Fig.1.11
Breif Layout 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Younger Generation Older Generation 

Upsize/ Rightsize Downsize/ Rightsize

Housing Waiting List
No. Housing Stock

New Proposal 

Fig.1.12
New Proposal
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Aging is a dominant theme in the 21st century,  how we think about 
aging can impact the polies we introduce and the supports we 
deem necessary. The population aged 65 years and over increased 
by 102,174 to 637,567 (19.1%) in 2016.
 
The Map shows how the largest increases in persons aged 65 and 
over were concentrated in Fingal (36.1%), South Dublin (34.1%), 
Kildare (32.2%) and Meath (27.4%). 

The Aging Popultation

Percentage Change in Person of age 65 in 2011-2016
Census Reoprt 

7.50-15.00 

15.10 -17.50

17.60-20.00

 20.10 -25.00

25.10-37.50

Fig.1.13
National Scale Percentage Change in Person of age 65
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Percentage of Living Alone Independently/ Private Homes
Census Report Male 2011 Male 2016 Women 2011 Women 2016

Of the total population aged 65 years and over 156,799 lived alone 
representing 26.7% of the total. illustrates how the number of males 
living alone increased at a faster rate than the number of females 
living alone. 

Overall, the number of males aged 65+ and living alone increased 
by 21.1 per cent whereas the number of females increased by 11.6 
per cent over the same period.

Living Alone 

Fig.1.14
Percentageof Living Alone Independently/ Private Homes
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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The map of North East Inner City Dublin (NEIC) shows where people 
over the age of 65 are resided as of 2016. As you can see from the 
darker shaded regions, more over 65s live along the keys and outer 
Dublin.

And how the next map shows a projection for 2030,  as you can 
see there is a growing number of over 65s across all of North 
East Dublin .However not all regions will see the same growth in 
its aging population , some will inevitably see faster growth than 
others which means more emphasis needs to be put on making 
Dublin age friendly.

The Aging Popultation Dublin City

Population over the age 65 in 2016

Census Reoprt

0-14.00 

14.10 -28.50

28.60-42.00

 42.10-56.0

56.10-70.50

Fig.1.13
Population over the age 65 in 2016
Semester One Work
Orla Duffy
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There is a preconception or perhaps a stereo type that older people, 
own their own home, when in actual fact the areas that are projected 
to see the greatest increase in aging population, will see the over 65s 
predominantly in social rents which unfortunately have all been built 
without the specific needs of older people in mind. 

You only have to look at aging local authority estates that feature 
multi- storey 1960s scissor design. These are unsuitable for the elderly 
and an often perpetuate isolation and inaccessibility. What tends to 
happen as we get older; children will leave their elders behind which 
means over 65s will live in underoccupied homes. 

0-14.00 

14.10 -28.50

28.60-42.00

 42.10-56.0

56.10-70.50

Population over the age 65 will become in 2030

Census Reoprt

Fig.1.13
Population over the age 65 will become in 2030
Semester One Work
Orla Duffy
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Part II Dublin’s Urban Form

The thesis design project is set in Northeast Dublin City on the East 
coast of Ireland. It is a city with many identities that are historic and 
contemporary, local, and global. Leading author on the history of 
the north side of the city, Merlo Kelly gave an elegant presentation 
at the start of the year informing us on the building and streets in 
their social, aesthetic, and political context. 

Luke Gardiner being third generation of the family was a member 
of the wide street commissions, and began to look at Dublin city in 
the same aspect of how most European cities are designed, during 
a very pivotal period of the Georgian era, Luke began to form an 
almost Brock approach of objects set into the city with a focus face 
of connected space, routes views and vistas, as you can see from the 
map with the connection of custom house to the royal circle. 

What is interesting in Gardiners approaches to design is that he 
essentially takes existing urban form and existing geometry’s and 
introduces new street forms that almost overlaps and creates these 
interesting new relationships space-fully. 

However, being developed by three generations of the Gardiner 
family between 1720-1820 the city was made up of holdings 
brought in by individual segments leaving it interrupted by others. 
This left the city disjointed with several large set pieces existing 
without reference to each other and how fragments of time and 
space are lost in the new.

Gardiners Routes and Connected Spaces ,
Historic Routes Dotted.
Sketch by Orla Duffy

Fig.2.0
Gardiners Routes and Connected Spaces
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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North East Dublin City Map 
Scale 1:10,000

Fig.2.1
North East Dublin City Map
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy



Site Placing North East Dublin City Map 
Scale 1:10,000

Fig.2.2
Site Placing North East Dublin City Map
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Site Location Map 
Scale 1:2,000

Fig.2.3
Site Location
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Response To Site

A site just off Mountjoy square beside Pave Point Church originally 
designed as one of the vista views looking onto Sean O’Casey 
Avenue, however, now has a similar response to the city where it’s 
now level changes and barriers losing its connection to the original 
city.

What is interesting about this site is how the Georgian plan fizzles 
out overtime and how you’re left with these fragments of previous 
old plans only half implemented almost showing a clip through 
different points of time between the 18th and 19th century but still 
leaves space to allow things to happen. 

The vehicle for testing this thesis similarly to Gardiners approach, 
from looking at this morphology and allowing it to influence the 
design project, the layout of the scheme becomes another layer to 
the palimpsest of urban conditions. The site is then investigated 
further to determine what holds value to remain on the site and can 
be repurposed I effectively take existing urban form from previous 
years of site eras and create a geometry of overlays almost like a 
tartan grid, implementing a harmonious urban response to the site 
rather than a new relationship.

Viewing the city as a set of iterations that each influence the next, 
the syllable structure of what was on the site over time shows how 
the nature of Housing gestures in the city’s history changes as 
each generation brings a new set of identity and representative 
architectures. 

Fig.2.4
Free Church -1800

Fig.2.5
Merlo Kelly Presentation 
Semester Two Presentation on North East Dublin 
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Site Demolition through Years 

Fig.2.6
Site Location Demolition
Semester One Work
Orla Duffy
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2005

1918

1960

Site History Study
Tartan Grid Pattern 

Fig.2.7
Tartan Grid Overlay
Semester One Work
Orla Duffy
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Urban Structure Through Its Boundaries

There have been many edge conditions over time on the ground 
where the site is located. These applications of edge, boundary, and 
enclosed conditions are still evident in the current state of the site.

The act of enclosing a space creates a separation between one  
building to the other, However that is  not so much the intends for 
this site , Rather i want to impose a simliar repsonse like the  Venice 
Hospital and Orphanage where the intention is to seek a hormonal 
response by creating a field like pattern to it all, based on how the 
groundspace is an organization to create greater possibilities of 
community and exchange are present without necessarily sacrificing 
an tranquility . 

Rather than proposing a new order foreign to these contextual 
relationships, the project will work within the existing geometries 
of the pre-modern city. Taking inspiration from its surrounding 
environment, the project is woven into its context of historic walls, 
streetscapes, and iconography.

Tarten Grid Applied on Site Forming A Golden Ratio
Scale 1:500

Fig.2.8
Tarten Grid Applied on Site Forming A Golden Ratio
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Part III Locking into the City

The context determines how the program is organized and how the 
elements are interrelated. As part of the project, the boundary of 
the core will be formed by repairing broken streetscapes inside and 
outside. 

Layering and sequencing of suburban spaces define the new 
city block site, which is surrounded by various levels of privacy, 
enclosure, and intimacy. New conditions echo the block’s history, 
yet present a new layer influenced by routes and interactions of 
occupied minds. There will be places for collective discussion and 
places for individual reflection in the scheme. This approach aims 
to repair the existing urban fabric in a way that is sensitive to the 
environment that is present and to the relationships that exist 
between the north and south sides of the site. Rather than installing 
a new order on the site, it attempts to integrate itself into the city’s 
fabric by using its context and morphology.

Ground Plan Structure
1_250 

Fig.3.0
Ground Plan Structure
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Sequences of Spaces Driving the City Scape

Within the new building, the project plans to consolidate the 
energies of the existing community activities, a place separate but 
embedded within the larger pattern, while still interlocking among 
its lines.

There are five independent functional rooms that cut out around a 
open space to create courtyard gardens.

The functional components of the composition are childcare, day 
care, sports and drama facilities. Courtyards provide a diagonal link 
between the different social activities offered by the center, linking 
old and young and providing flexible spaces for passive and active 
recreation. The local urban landscape expresses an introverted 
organism, subdivided into golden ratios for operational purposes.

Ground Plan Layout 
1_250 

Art Room

Library

Elderly Daycare

Cafe

Young Daycare

Fig.3.1
Ground Plan Layout
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Fig.3.2
Ground Plan Entrance /Cafe
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy

Fig.3.3
Daycare
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy

Entrance to the City Scape 

Children Daycare
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Fig.3.4
Ground Plan Library 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy

Fig.3.5
Elderly Daycare 
Semester Two Work
Orla DuffyHallways Acting as Streets to 

Elderly Daycare

Library 
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Programmatic Consideration

The ground floor of the proposed scheme is defined by routes and 
thresholds. The hallways almost act like route of alleys organized in 
order to remember a walk in the city of Dublin, where people can 
meet and interact and how one can breathe both in and out of the 
built form. “a small world in a big, big world into a small house as a 
city, a city as a home’’-Aldo van Eyck

As a building, it is composed of defined places or rooms that act as 
intermediaries. Instead, it implies a departure from contemporary 
notions of spatial continuity and the tendency to erase all 
articulations between spaces, between one space and another, 
between outside and inside. Rather, I attempted to articulate the 
transition as a consequence of defined places in-between which 
evoke concurrent awareness of the meanings on both sides.

A ‘tiny city’ is created on the ground floor with many small 
communities. From the central courtyard , two interior ‘streets’ 
branch out in fluctuating movements, giving access to the various 
units both through interior and exterior patios. 

On the first floor, the cityscape disappears and you are left in a 
residential neighborhood. Along these streets, the residential units 
are unfolded and shifted relative to one another. Their cohesion lies 
largely in the central movement which they share. Thus, the building 
incorporates a diverse range of spatial perceptions, both central and 
dispersed. To provide semiprivate space to interact with neighbors, 
the corridors serve as streets and the step-in doors serve as paths. 
Like a spread of personal living units for each citizen. As opposed 
to a hallway, the space in this building is more like a long living 
room, which is subtly divided by the recurring apartments and the 
furniture of the residents, although in an unobtrusive manner.

Fig.3.6
First Floor Plan
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
First Floor Plan Layout 
1_250 
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Fig.3.7
First Floor Plan Entrance 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy

Fig.3.8
First Floor Plan Private Areas
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy

Circulation and Interaction 

Semi Private Step ins to Homes 
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The Cities Characteristics amongst Interior and Exterior

The project is driven by decisions that pertain to the notion of 
‘residential virtues’ in architecture. Whether addressing the city 
internally or externally, the architecture in each case is generous 
toward the public and invites them to occupy the architecture 
as part of the suburban domain. The exterior realm outside the 
city core is connected to the interior suburban realm of the core 
through a series of open and sheltered spaces. 

In keeping with its historical context, a courtyard garden is located 
at the center of the plan. It is another place for reflection and 
contemplation. The court yard is at the center of it all, and it 
functions as the anchor to the building, connecting all programs 
and the pave point church is the sky focal point that brings the old 
and new together. As the city quality of the scheme extend between 
public and private, interior and exterior, they become spaces for 
encounters and interactions between users of the building and the 
city as a whole.

Fig.3.9
Section Through Courtyard
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Fig.3.10
Section Through Courtyard Zoom In
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Ground Floor Plan Detail
Children Daycare

Fig.3.11
Ground Floor Plan Detail Children Daycare
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Fig.3.12
Daycare Perspective 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Fig.3.13
Daycare Perspective 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Ground Floor Plan Detail
Hallway Being the Street

Fig.3.14
Ground Floor Plan Detail Hallway Being the Street
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Fig.3.15
Street Hallway Perspective 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Fig.3.16
Zoom In Courtyard Section
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Fig.3.17
Courtyard Section 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Thoughtful Breathing spaces

Reflection and contemplation are encouraged away from the active 
communal spaces in this scheme. Individuals need to have the 
space to reflect on their own thoughts and feelings, which need not 
be swayed by the collective. This is an integral part of Critical care.

Threshold space is important an place to step in of the’’ busy streets 
‘’(being the hallways )here neighbors can interact with one another 
between two units .

Fig.3.18
Zoom In First Plan Semi Private Sit In 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Fig.3.19
Hallway Perspective 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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First Floor Plan
Hallway

Fig.3.20
Hallway Detail Plan 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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First Floor Plan
Hallway

Fig.3.21
Hallway Perspective 
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy



Fig.3.22
Concept Sketches Hallway
Semester Two Work
Orla Duffy
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Conclusion

In today’s world, designers, architects, and planners are continuously 
striving to create environments that are physically, socially, and 
psychologically accessible for everyone. The role of architecture and 
urbanism in the 21st century is characterized by accommodating 
variation and full participation. By placing the concept of universal 
design at the centre of sustainable development’s social inclusion 
agenda, this study highlights the importance of appropriate design 
strategies related to town planning and production of urban 
environments. In order to achieve a holistic approach in cities and 
promote social inclusion, it would be beneficial to understand the 
relationship between socially responsive urban design strategies 
and sustainable developments.

With the proper incorporation of universal design principles 
alongside a urbanism response, social sustainability can be achieved 
at all levels of the built environment, as well as successfully address 
efficient land use and flexibility in inner and outer cities. Rather 
than’’ dinosaur cities losing their potential’ (Stein, 1976), this 
thesis argues that a universally designed sustainable city is key 
to’’’ addressing the recurring concerns of human diversity, equal 
opportunity, and social interaction’’ (Polese and Stren, 2000).

By incorporating phenomenology with universal urban design, 
government, planners, and policy makers can address social 
exclusion, reduce timeframes, and produce better designs thereby 
increasing the satisfaction of users. The inclusion of socially 
excluded groups within a’’ sustainable development approach has 
the potential to increase social inclusion ‘’(Eren, 2004). It meets both 
the ‘’requirements for sustainable development and the needs of 
communities ranging from childhood to old age’’ (Clarkson et al., 
2003; Danford and Tauke, 2001). By contrast, inaccessible spaces 
and unusable facilities, as well as aging cities, prevent communities 
from taking part in their physical and social lives. Therefore, this 
paper contributes to scientific knowledge by opening ways to adopt 
new urban design and planning principles, as well as bringing in 
new ideas to support universal design’s responsiveness to the 
constantly changing environment. Urban design practices can 
be further examined by implementing the suggested urbanism 
objectives.
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Response Submitted to 
Dublin County Council  Development Plan Issue Paper

7th February  2022

Older people must be identified as the active agents of collective 
growth to attain accurately transformative, comprehensive, and 
sustainable development outcomes and by delivering a sustainable 
future, it is important that the Dublin local authorities collaborate 
with the local authorities in the peripheral areas. To ensure 
such collaboration, stakeholder engagement, and sustainable 
development in Dublin City Region, the Dublin City Development 
Plan 2022-2028 should suggest necessary initiatives.

As an alternative to nursing homes, the scheme should promote 
a housing scheme for the aging population that will allow them 
to stay in their local communities instead of entering a nursing 
home. There will be an opportunity for each individual or family to 
live in a private dwelling unit, but there are also varying degrees 
of community engagement. On the ground floor of each building, 
there are main public and common spaces which are shared with 
the surrounding neighbourhood. A day care centre, green spaces, 
and a café are included. On every floor, residents can gather in 
semi-private gathering areas near houses and make full use of 
the circulation space for interaction. In the floor plan, there are 
strategically placed "pit stops" for management, service, and care 
staff, which enable integrated,  multi-disciplinary workspaces

Further to the above, it is considered that the following specific 
policies are particularly 
relevant to the proposed development on the site:

5.5.5 Housing for all

QHSN23 Reconfiguration of Family Homes To support projects by 
Approved Housing Bodies and other organisations which enable 
older homeowners to reconfigure their family-sized homes in a way 
that meets the needs of an ageing population, creates new single 
occupancy rentals in an efficient and sustainable way, promotes 
intergenerational living and helps to regenerate mature urban 
neighbourhoods

Studying the zone and finding that residential use is permitted. 
It is the intention of this zoning objective for new developments 
in existing areas to achieve minimal negative impacts on existing 
residential communities while enhancing existing residential 
amenity.

Strategic Issue:
Chapter 5: Quality housing and sustainable neighbourhoods

Response Title:
Neighbourhoods For Life 

Link to Submission:

https://consult.dublincity.ie/en/submission/dcc-c38-draft-1444

V.  Appendix
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It is also envisaged that development in the city will include a 
wide range of housing options set within sustainable communities 
so that residents will benefit from easy access to services, open 
space, and facilities such as shops, schools, recreation centres, and 
other community facilities and amenities, both on foot and by 
public transport, as well as good access to employment and the 
city centre and its neighbourhood centres. Considering the overall 
vision for this zone and the stated zoning objective for the area, it 
is considered that this development is consistent with the stated 
zoning objective.

Within Dublin’s inner urban area’s northside, the site is located in an 
area dominated by residential development. Within a 1-kilometer 
radius of the site there are a number of amenities, including Mount-
joy Square Park, Tesco Metro Dorset Street, as well as a number of 
primary and secondary schools. 
The site is an ideal place for infill residential development. 
Additionally, Stephen’s Green is within 2.9km of the site, making 
the centre of the city easily accessible by foot or bicycle. The site is 
also located within a 5-minute walk of Dublin Bus stops located on 
Dorset Street, Mountjoy Square, and Summerhill Road, providing 
access to 32 bus routes. Routes operated by Dublin Bus service that 
connect the City Centre with a range of employment centres within 
Dublin. Section 5.5.3 (QHSN10) ‘’Shaping the City’’ could then apply 
to this site. In the development plan draft, all amenities and services 
are within 15 minutes’ walking distance or biking distance of where 
everyone lives.

Further to the above, it is considered that the following specific 
policies are particularly relevant to the proposed development on the  
site:  

5.5.3 Healthy Placemaking and the 15 Minute-City 
QHSN10 15-Minute City To promote the concept of the 15-minute 
city which provides for liveable, sustainable urban neighbourhoods 
and villages throughout the city that deliver healthy placemaking, 
high quality housing and well-designed, safe and inclusive public 
spaces served by local services, amenities and sustainable modes of 
transport.

By designing the site layout and development in accordance with 
existing neighbourhood attributes, the proposal seeks to protect 
the existing residential amenity of neighbouring properties, as well 
as respect the character and appearance of the neighbourhood 
near Fitzgibbon Street. Essentially, this development would provide 
high-quality accommodation for residents, maximizing the use 
of a valuable back land site in the heart of Dublin. By using infill 
brownfield sites in the Dublin metropolitan area to increase housing 
stock, the proposal is directly consistent with the National Planning 
Framework. As a result of the planning permission being sought, 
it is considered to be in accordance with the proper planning and 
sustainable development of the area.
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